Sunday, 03 June 2018
Good Morning Everyone,
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I woke before 6am this morning,
subconsciously before the floor boards
woke me from above I guess?
The rain arrived pretty soon after I finished
the update last night & it is still raining,
though very lightly. Think they are
predicting low cloud again for the region
for today.
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Not much housework left for me to do
today as I got it all done yesterday, so I only
have the bedroom to do this morning. But
if it doesn’t brighten up it will be back to
putting the bedding in the tumble drier
again.
Image 1: The current paper collection
comes into its second week today, so a way
to go with that.
Image 2: A new template for you, this is a
mini mail tray, which if you make it with
cardboard will make great stash storage?
As always there are two versions, one for
the UK & the other for the US.
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Images 3 & 4: The second pair of these
sheets for Father’s Day, this one includes
the decoupage topper from the card kit last
week & the other is the paper which will
work with the card kit or this decoupage, as
will the paper I uploaded last week.
Image 5: I uploaded the first of these
‘experiments’ last week where I used
individual flowers to create a decorative
edge to a shape left blank for you to add
whatever you wish. The previous one had
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another panel at the back, with this one I
have decoupaged the entire panel so you
can add your 3D pads to give it dimension
on your project.
Image 6: The next in this series of Alpine
flower decoupage toppers, this is the
eleventh of sixteen so there are five left on
file still to upload.
Images 7 & 8: Something new for the kid’s
page now, the first a sheet of various
coloured mirror imaged dog characters, the
second sheet a background paper using the
characters.
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Images 9 & 10: Another couple of sheets to
add to the men’s sailing series, here I
created a decoupage card kit for you
though you could also use it on a larger card
as a topper.
Then I thought that a landscape format
backing paper would be more useful in this
case, where I used the boats as a border
along both top & bottom.
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This gives you the opportunity to make four
landscape A6 cards from this one sheet of
backing paper.
Image 11: I hadn’t realised that I had
uploaded one of these oval decoupages a
while ago, so when I upload this one I will
move the previous one up the page so you
can find it.
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I know how much you favour flowers so I am
always trying to come up with new
images/designs/idea’s to upload for you.
Image 12: The final one of a trio of stamping
panels I cut from the current paper
collection that I will use as the bonus sheet
to upload along with this newsletter this
morning.
Catch up with you all again later.

Rita x

